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What I’m going to look at:



The context – the Fukushima disaster



UK nuclear EP review



Nuclear EP concerns



Openness, transparency and public participation



Conclusions and further work

Fukushima – Level 7 disaster
KEY EVENTS:

16 metre tsunami

4/6 reactors damaged /
meltdown

9.0 earthquake
KEY EFFECTS:

RADIATION DISCHARGES:
4 – 110 times safe level on site
1250 times safe level in ocean
Food / water contamination

20 kms evacuation
>90,000 people

Fukushima – key emergency issues

20km (to 32k)
exclusion zone

Was there a need for
rapid evacuation?

90k evacuated to
rest centres

Huge infrastructure
damage

20 – 30kms – 140k
to stay indoors

Extensive radiation
monitoring

Radiation leak to air,
land, sea & food chain

Ongoing onsite
problems for 2.5 yrs

Fukushima EP failings– Japanese report


Failure to anticipate impact of tsunami



Failure to put in place higher barriers despite risk assessments



Delay in relaying information to the public



Managers had a lack of knowledge of emergency plans



Poor communications – workers & govt, among workers and within Govt



Staff not trained for what to do when back-up generators failed



Japanese Government unprepared for such an incident

ONR ‘Weightman’ report EP issues




Came to the conclusion that the UK nuclear industry was ‘safe’ and the
Fukushima incident unlikely to occur in the UK
Many EP recommendations in report:

- UK Govt nuclear EP review needed
- NEPLG consider prolonged incident
- Industry / ONR review public communication
- Long-term severe accident exercise scenarios
needed for nuclear industry
- A review of flooding at nuclear sites needed
- Review with National Grid offsite electricity
- Review contingency plans for onsite cooling ponds

- Review contingency plans for care of on-site staff during a
prolonged incident

UK nuclear EP review
6 ‘BLOCKS’ TO DEVELOP A ‘NATIONAL STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK’
BLOCK 1
STRATEGIC
CO-ORDINATION

BLOCK 2
RISK
ASSESSMENT

BLOCK 3
EMERGENCY
PLANS

BLOCK 4
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

• National Strategic
Framework
• Governance mechanism
• Stakeholder
management
• Working Groups
• Programme managem’t
• Legislation & regulation
• Weightman Report
response
• Evaluation
• Int’l engagement
• Benchmark against int’l
standards
• IAEA ,US collaboration
• UK-France framework
• Int’l co-ordination: IAEA,
EU, GICNT, G8GP etc

• National Risk Assessment
• Site by site assessments
• Transportation and
marine assessments
• Overseas risk assessments
• Impact mapping for full
range of incident
scenarios
• Dose modelling
• Radiation detection
• Lessons learned
programme
• Research programme e.g.
health effects of radiation,
public response,
evacuation

•Capability mapping / gaps
analysis of response plans
•Revision/development of
emergency planning
guidance
•Response plans in place
for each EP&R partner:
- National (UK & int’l)
- Local off-site
- On-site response
• Specific guidance &
…response plans for:
security/ safety
emergencies (sites &
…transport); transition
to recovery.

• Capability mapping and
gaps analysis of response
aspects
- local & national
• Response capability
building programme
across sectors
• Response capabilities in
place for each EP&R
Partner
• Training
• Exercising response
arrangements – local,
national & int’l
• Interface with COBR
• Int’l response coordination
• Interface with recovery
work

BLOCK 6
COMMUNICATIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•

National communications strategy
Review/updating of public communications (warning and informing)
Consolidate briefing and external communication on radiation/health impacts
Review of resilience of communications infrastructure
Local, regional & national event co-ordination protocols and mechanisms
Communication with international partners

BLOCK 5
RECOVERY
• Transition from
emergency response to
recovery.
• Capability mapping &
gaps analysis of recovery
– local & national
• Capability recovery
programme, incl.
guidance/operational
procedures.
• Decontamination
• Exercise / workshops
• Guidance on financial
support & infrastructure
• Identification of critical
environmental and
ecosystems

NFLA EP Briefings / Questionnaire


Nuclear EP knowledge good at fixed sites, more limited elsewhere



Fixed site LA EPOs fed into UK review, others not



Good knowledge of REPPIR, LAESI, less of NAIR & RIMNET



CBRN planning has deepened nuclear EP in UK



Patchy knowledge of the NEPLG



Extendability of DEPZ was possible



ONR report would be reviewed for risk register



Generic recovery plans in place and tested



National nuclear EP training is beneficial



Publish as much nuclear EP info as possible



No consensus on public info CBRN campaign



STAC would provide sufficient expertise for nuclear incidents

ONR Report Update


Remediation of 2011 EP recommendations has been
taking place:
- NEPLG recommended Govt clarify requirements for
delivering information for a prolonged incident and
test this annually

- Offsite plans reviewed for extendability and prolonged
events
- Meetings with Council EPU’s on extendability
arrangements
- More work on capacity and capability of emergency
services to understand emergency radiation exposure
levels
- Wider work being undertaken under the National
Strategic Framework to reduce any planning gaps

•

See handout for further details

Evacuation or confinement?
•

Some local residents confined indoors
for up to 10 days



Some specialised emergency workers
refused to stay in contaminated areas –
many doctors and nurses resigned



Evacuation planning based on
concentric circles is too rigid and
inflexible for a nuclear emergency
response



Evacuation of vulnerable people
chaotic. E.g. 45 of 440 patients from an
old people’s home sent to shelters died
after staff fled



Radiation plume software was at times
not used correctly meaning thousands
of people stayed in contaminated areas

DEPZ and extendability
•


Weightman review suggested review of DEPZs
NEPLG recommend planning assumption for “beyond design basis
accidents”



UK nuclear DEPZs are smaller than US, French and Japanese nuclear
sites



Nuclear concerned groups suggest a debate on increasing the size of
the zone (at least 2 zones up to 20kms)



Sizewell consultation recommended increase to at least 4.2kms




ONR discussing changes but not consulting SSG
Will publish guidance to “allow for independent challenge”

Nuclear EP issues - Flooding




ONR – “potential for flooding to occur in the near vicinity of nuclear
sites” but “actual flooding risk is unknown”
DEFRA report of all UK nuclear sites:
- 6 sites have high risk of flooding

- 4 sites have high risk of coastal erosion
- 5 of the 8 new build sites are high flooding risks
- 5 of the 12 waste sites in high flood risk areas






Future sea level rise and coastal erosion will reduce site protection
without substantial mitigation
NFLA concerns – what is being done to combat flooding threats; how
much will defence costs and who pays; how will they impact local
communities & amenities, are certain sites under threat of being ruled
out for new build?
Sites flood – Aldermaston 2010, Cumbrian wide area flooding 2010

Transport of nuclear materials


Fukushima – transportation network damaged



Wylfa / Bradwell – just one evacuation route



Most nuclear sites in remote rural areas



NDA keen to develop fewer waste storage sites



Increase in radwaste transport likely



More waste transports to smaller sites (e.g.
Kingscliffe, Knostrop)



NFLA opposes Dounreay movement of plutonium
across Scottish rail network to Sellafield (armed
guards / terrorism?)



Exercise Senator raises concerns over specialist
assistance for nuclear weapon convoy accidents /
terrorist attack



Barrow nuclear flasks derailment just this week



Hamburg nuclear ship on fire in May, now back in
service

Nuclear Terrorism






UK Government - one of greatest threats to UK national
security
Nick Clegg – “stateless terrorists are closer to
unleashing an attack on Britain than ever before”
IAEA / Interpol – 200 – 250 cases of theft and loss
of nuclear materials annually



Millions spent on CBRN emergency planning / training
across the UK



Where is the public information strategy on what
public should do in such an incident?

Exercises and Training


Weightman report notes it is not typical to exercise severe, long
timescale, multiple hazard events affecting multiple units / large
populations



Some emergency exercises need to extend to
include severe accident scenarios



Improvements to consider include - real-time handover arrangements
- sustainability of resourcing
- provision of technical advice in short timescales
- role of communications and need for reliable data

•
•
•
•

ONR reviewing existing nuclear EP exercise programme
Real need for more ‘live’ exercises
Exercise Senator has shown up some serious EP issues
Who resources them in a time of austerity?

Recovery planning


Weightman report - little detailed consideration given to recovery
phase of major prolonged nuclear accident



NEPLG Recovery sub-group considering this



Exercise OSCAR at Sellafield testing prolonged recovery



NFLA notes recovery plans are usually generic in nature



Wide area flooding shows recovery plans to be a difficult, complex and
expensive EP process



NFLA encourages specific recovery planning advise for LA’s

Public sector cuts and EP




All emergency responders and Councils are
enduring major budget cuts of 10 - 35%
Aug 2013 – 10 London fire stations, 14 fire
engines and 552 firefighters to go, despite
94% opposition in public consultation



Most LA EPUs trimmed or converted into
county / wider area joint units



Closing day centres etc also means fewer
rest centres in an emergency



Fukushima incident suggest more rather
than less emergency resources needed



Exercise Senator – MOD staff spread thin
and not enough ambulance staff to cover
incident scenario

Openness and transparency


NFLA & other NGOs have long called for more openness and
transparency over nuclear EP issues



Now held 2 meetings with DECC, ONR and EA staff



Handout outlines in detail our many concerns



Beginning to have some progress – to be welcomed



Review of REPPIR ‘being considered’



Suggested NEPLG guidance chapter for LA’s on public consultation



Suffolk consultation – ONR not obliged to listen to it under REPPIR

Conclusions and future work













Fukushima is a game-changer for nuclear EP
Weightman report emphasised need for nuclear EP improvement
NEPLG & UK Govt working on it but little public engagement
Though a sensitive area, NGOs have useful things to say here
‘Muddling through’ is simply not good enough
A pro-active approach to informing public should be encouraged where
practical and possible
After much lobbying, DECC finally improving consultation with NGOs
Further NFLA report on Fukushima and nuclear EP
Additional NFLA report on defence nuclear EP will also be developed
NFLA would welcome further co-operation from Council EPO’s

Thank you for listening.

